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About This Game
Open the Gates to another worlds! Research into the causes of the mysterious epidemic will have rather unpredictable
consequences…
“The Legacy: The Tree of Might” is an adventure game in the genre of Hidden Object, with plenty of mini-games and puzzles,
unforgettable characters and complicated quests.
The grand historical museum reception held by Deborah Whitwick became well known throughout the country. An inexplicable
viral attack on the guests occurred right in the middle of the lady's solemn speech. When the epidemic began, no one had any
idea just what the citizens of New York were facing. An urgent expedition was organized to re-explore the archipelago in the
hope of finding information on the nature of the disease. As a linguist and expert on ancient languages, Diana was to join them.
She couldn't even imagine how this journey would turn out for her...
- Discover the cause of the mysterious epidemic.
- Visit incredible worlds and meet their inhabitants.
- Get help from new friends.
- Solve lots of incredible puzzles.
- Gather amazing collections and find dozens of morphing-objects.
- Enjoy stunning locations, magnificent graphics, exciting mini-games and puzzles.
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10/10 would build more walls
. I was hesitant at first due to this being a clicker, but it grew on me.
Campaign Clicker is a clicker like many others, but with a few twists to make it unique. The first twist you'll notice
immediately...you have a time limit (24 hours. Early landslide claiming results in additional time for the next campaign, which
means that you can have about 47 hours for a campaign due to bonus time). With enough patience, you can find a way to
win....win...and win some more. But you MUST have patience.
You're given 3 free powerups a day, though you can bypass this by purchasing the unlimited powerup ability, which only costs
you 50 cents. (For this free game, it doesn't hurt to donate just a little bit. I respect that.) The powerups are usually minigames
that require tons of clicking, but also have nice songs to go with them. Good stuff.
Campaign Clicker also has live quotes from all (real) candidates, which may ring true (or false) with your own values....debates
are also included. Gets you to think and feel. The joke candidates are also entertaining to view. The accompanying pixel art is
simply great and the hard work behind it really paid off.
Now, the game isn't without its bugs. When reduced to a smaller window, a rare occurance of clicking a separate window will
have the game rapidly click automatically...funny, but still a bug. Other bugs involving the store have been fixed, so feel free to
drop some money towards the dev.
All in all, Campaign Clicker was one of the few clickers I legitimately enjoyed. I recommend checking it out if you have the
patience and an interest in politics. You also might wanna check it out if you enjoyed the drama that was the 2016 American
Election.
9/10 Trump won many landslides. He won this one too! (I know...9/10 isn't a landslide and he didn't landslide the real
election...so sue me.). hahahaha nop. Recommend for sure. Worth more than the price paid . Enjoyed the game makers sense of
humor and witt.. Great for learning the player but i suppose this is what is for aye HAHA. Highly recommended because you
can get 100% achievements in 60-90 minutes!!! :D
Otherwise, the game is far from satisfying:
1. Field of view is baaaaad. The angle is just awful
2. You find a map early in the game, but it's nearly useless
3. You will get lost because of the nearly useless map
4. The ending makes no sense (at least it's really short)
5. Voice acting is terrible
I get it, developers had a nice idea, but the execution was very poor. The game would have been much better if the map was
visible on the screen (and there's plenty of room for it) or at least interactive (there should be some kind of current-locationpointer or something like that).
I paid 0.18 Euros for this. I got 3 cards and 100% achievement completion. I really shouldn't complain :). Awesome Nes-Styled
Retro Game, go check it out!. A classic game. One of those games where the mechanics are simple but the gameplay is
extraordinarily deep.
I've spent many many hours on this in the past and I'm glad to see that it's back!. Good graphics, same for music.
Gameplay-wise its almost the same as the mobile version but seems better polished, a higher level product.
Got stuck in act one and made multiple attemps to break through, but it feels like poorly balanced game so far. With initial 2-3
levels being very easy and boom, a brick wall.
Still, worth giving it a try especially that it is not very expensive.
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You play as a heavy armored knight. With a bow. In a lab. You have to reach the exit and you can rope swing and walk on your
own arrows. Oh wow.. Great so far, despite it not having any actual game to it yet. I really like how it controls. Unlike other VR
games that i have tried that do not rely on teleporting to move, this one actually didnt make me feel dizzy at all. Cannot wait to
see how this turns out. It's fun the concept is a good idea however remember the game is a early access so its going to be buggy.
Enjoyable game, very hard. Just don't expect much accuracy in it.....you get tanks in the initial German invasion of
Belgium....................................in 1914.. Kinda like Super Meat Boy, but with worse controls and inconsistent design. For
example, the game emphasizes speed platforming, but level selection is tedious. You have to run around in an overworld map
type thing instead of just being albe to press a "next level" button after completing an area. Go replay Super Meat Boy instead of
buying this game.. Great game, challenging and rewarding. Would reccomend to those who enjoy a easy to learn, hard to master
game with epic boss fights.
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